PREMIER PRODUCTS.
SUPERIOR SERVICES.
THAT’S DCSI.
Data Center Systems represents only the best manufacturers in the industry, providing
products and solutions that meet the highest level of specification. By partnering
with the premier providers of HVAC and mission critical solutions, we are able to offer
efficient, reliable, and comprehensive solutions for our customers.

PROUD REPRESENTATIVE OF THE FOLLOWING PARTNERS:

Manufacturer of engineered precision cooling products,
including air and water cooled portable units.
A global manufacturer of power, precision cooling and infrastructure
management systems for mainframe computer, server racks, and
critical process systems.
Temperature Sensor Monitoring for Server Rooms. Monitor rack
temperature and humidity, prevent equipment downtime, monitor
and control CRAC power consumption.
Battery Monitoring Systems provide continuous monitoring of
UPS batteries to critical batter parameter and automatic testing to
verify battery integrity and reliability.
Since 1960 American Ultraviolet® has designed and manufactured
hundreds of thousands of insightful UV solutions such as UVC
germicidal fixtures.
Manufacturer of data rack and server rack enclosures,
electronic packaging and custom enclosures for OEM and
commercial electronics.

Over 45 years of expertise in emergency lighting inverters,
transformers, medical grade power conditioners, UPS & battery
backup, and industrial DC power industry.

Avocent is the leader in providing innovative software and
hardware technology that rapidly helps customers link
corporate and IT strategies.
Racks and enclosures that feature an extensive selection of rack
heights, widths, depths, and styles that target your specific
design requirements. Custom designs also available.
Critical Labs is a monitoring and analytics platform that
monitors everything from critical facilities to data centers in one
cloud-based web app.
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Innovative leader in ultrasonic humidifier technology.

Haskris has partnered with OEM customers to support
advanced technologies and deliver chillers that meet exacting
performance and reliability needs.

Since 1997, KWIKOOL has become the leading innovator in
portable cooling.
IMS Electrol has been a leading supplier of custom cable assemblies, wire
harnesses and electro-mechanical assemblies since 1961.

Industry leading wireless environment and power monitoring over
custom-developed wireless network protocol.
Solutions for today’s toughest fire-related challenges. Beyond
sprinklers and fire extinguishers – fire protection, detection, and
suppression.

Plasma Air bipolar ionization technology is installed in
thousands of commercial, institutional, residential and
industrial buildings around the world. For over 10 years, we
have been providing safe, effective air purification
solutions.

Manufactures cable trays, power distribution solutions and
cost-effective cable management for data centers, solar
installations, transit and more.

Subzero Engineering is an industry leader in data center
containment and airflow management. We custom design,
manufacture and install.

Power Quality International (PQI) manufactures world-class
transformers, harmonic filters, and provides power system
solutions.

Southern Tier Technologies developed a series of surge
protection products designed to protect your most critical
locations.

Engineered to enhance the efficiency of data centers, airflow
management and server room cooling products that do more to
save you more.
ELECTRICAL
RELIABILITY SERVICES

Flywheel systems with ability to capture regenerative energy
repetitively that normally would be wasted as heat, delivers
significant energy savings and reduced fuel costs while reducing a
full range of toxic emissions.

A Vertiv company that provides independent electrical testing,
maintenance and engineering services.

Products that focus on power redundancy, connection security and
efficient power distribution.
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